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Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA)

What is it? 
When do you use it?

What is behind it?
How do you do it?

Issues you should be aware of !



The Issues in the first lecture:

1. Why should you make an LCA? 

2. The basis of the LCA: the Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)

3. Life Cycle Inventory Assessment (LCIA): “single indicator” systems 
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The Issues in the second  lecture:

1. Case: transport packaging: an LCA in practice (the “Fast Track”)

2. Issues you should be aware of 

Details at www.ecocostsvalue.com

http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/


LCA is a quantitative assessment of the P of Planet 
of the Triple P model of Sustainability

People

Planet Profit

complex trade-off:

short term – long term
distribution of prosperity

(our future environment) (our own prosperity)

(economic growth
in the 3rd world)
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LCA model - pollution
- materials depletion



“The delivery of competitively priced goods and services 
that satisfy human needs and bring ‘quality of life’, 
while progressively reducing ecological impacts
and resource intensity, throughout the lifecycle,
to a level at least in line with the earth’s
estimated carrying capacity”                                 (WBCSD, 1995)

“What we need now is a new era of economic growth – growth 
that is forceful and at the same time socially and environmentally 
sustainable.”                                                               

(Brundtland, 1987)

The Triple P model is not about “or”
but about “and”
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companies

consumer
& citizen

government

politics

regulations

marketing

Interaction of the 3 stakeholders 
on the road towards sustainability
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The relevance for  a company:

Environmental burden will gradually become internal costs 
as a consequence of governmental regulations*) ! 
The question is not if but when.

emissions

materials
energy

ENVIRONMENTAL
BURDEN

COSTS PRICE

?
when in future

- Best Available Technology
- Tradable Emission Rights
- Eco-tax, etcetera

*)
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Short Term 
no market

Short Term
success

Long Term
no market

Quit
now

Long term
Core

Product
Low

High

Quality/CostsHighLow

relative
“eco-
burden”

Product portfolio matrix for
product strategy of companies
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LCA



Case: transport packaging

Which solution is the best choice for transport of vegetables 
from the Dutch greenhouse to the retail shop in Frankfurt?

1. Corrugated box from 
recycled paper 
for fruit and vegetables 

not reusable

2. Plastic re-usable crate
for fruit and vegetables
reusable: 
approx. 30 round trips
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An LCA provides data on the environmental burden 
“from cradle to grave”

materials
processing production recyclinguse

maintenance

emissions to water and soil

emissions to air

materials

energy
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landfill

Step 1: Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)
Step 2: Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)



The Life Cycle Inventory ;
The basic structure 
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Input:

materials

energy

transport

Output:

Primary product or service

(by-product)

(energy)

Recycled materials

waste

land fill

emissions to air

emissions to water
and soil

Process
and subprocesses



There are LCIs of 18000 (!) processes in the 
ecoinvent v3.8 database 
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Example:

Sheep for 
slaughtering
at farm gate

emissions to air and water 
1832 (!) lines
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There are LCIs of 18000 (!) processes in the ecoinvent v3.8 database 
Example: Sheep for slaughtering at farm gate (the first level only)

concrete

steel

wood

shed

You can dig deeper 
and deeper, for 
instance:

transport

Steel
manufacturing plant

etcetera
each block has its own “tree” steel



The “tree” of a meal
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The “tree” of a Volvo C40 Recharge

assembly 

Li-ion
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materials
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The next step: Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)
= creating a “single indicator”

3 types of single indicator systems:

- based on 1 “single issue” the Carbon Footprint (CO2)

- based on damage the Recipe 2016 / Environmental Footprint

- based on prevention costs the Eco-costs 2023
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Which choice?

1. It includes toxicity (e.g. NO2 and NH3, fine dust), 
materials scarcity, plastic soup, water, biodiversity

2. It is a straightforward calculation system, without weighting

3. It is related to BATNEC 
(best available technologies not entailing excessive costs) 
It is a proxy for future levels of tradable emission rights or taxes

4. It is suitable for Cradle to Cradle calculations,
taking into account recycling (“closing the loop”)
(the Carbon Footprint is not suitable for C2C calculations)
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I recommend the eco-costs:



The original idea: a damage based system

LCI result
Raw materials

Land use
CO2
VOS 

P 
SO2
NOx
CFC

Cd
PAH
DDT

Single 
score

Eco-
systems

Human
health
(DALY)

Re-
sources

Ozone layer

Climate

Carcinogens

Respiratory (2)

Eco-tox

acid. nutri.

land use

fossil fuels

Minerals

very sophisticated
but quite complex

rather
subjective
weighting

16Source M. Goedkoop, www.pre.nl

Impact category
“kg equivalent” 

(“midpoint”)

Area of Protection 
(“endpoint”)

mass and energy
balance

(“inventory”)

http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/


Emissions 
to air, 
water 
soil

Disabilities with 
several  levels of 
severityWeighting of

disabilities

DALY
Disability 
adjusted
life years

Food

From emissions to human health, 
a complex calculation

17Source M. Goedkoop, www.pre.nl
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http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/


Recipe 2016, the best damage based system:
even more complex, but better? (and still subjective weighting)

18Source M. Goedkoop, www.pre.nl

http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/


X

XX

X X X

X
X

X

A total different concept: the Eco-costs 2022
based on the ‘marginal prevention costs’
(external costs, or “hidden obligations” )

materials production recyclinguse

maintenance

emissions to water and soil

emissions to air
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materials

fossil
energy

X
X

“the eco-costs are the costs of prevention measures, 
which are required to reduce the current emissions, 
to a sustainable level”



Prevention costs

norm for 
sustainability

measures

prevention 100%0%

line b

curve
a

curve
a

Eco-costs are based on marginal prevention costs
at the “no-effect level”
(the costs in euro/kg of technical measures)
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= “no effect level”



Note that many toxic materials have a threshold,
and the damage is not proportional to the concentration!

damage (risk)

concentration
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0

Threshold Value

.
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The main structure of eco-costs (as a “single indicator” of LCA)

Eco-costs

Eco-costs
of resource 

scarcity
(circular econ.)

Eco-costs
of 

human health

clim
ate change

acidification

eco-toxicity

eutrofication

sum
m

er sm
og

fine dust

cancer + non-cancer

m
etals scarcity

fossil fuels *)

emissions of substances to:
air, water, ground

oil 
&

gas 

metals 
+ 

rare earthsubstances

midpoint
indicators

characterisation
factors

monetary
endpoints

marginal 
prevention costs

addition (no weighting)

total eco-costs

w
ater scarcity

Eco-costs
of 

eco-systems

Eco-costs
of 

carbon 
footprint

wood
+

food 

land-use

uranium

s-Eco-costs

child labour
extrem

e poverty

m
inim

um
 acceptable w

age

external socio-economic costs
“P of People”

mining and
manufacturing

external ecological costs
“P of Planet”

excessive w
orking hours

occupational safety & health

Inventory data

characterisation
functions

Performance
Reference

Points

total s-eco-costs

subcategory
indicators

monetary
end-scores

conversion factors

*) plastic soup

for details see www.ecocostsvalue.com

http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/


The Life Cycle Inventory Analysis:
Each emission has its own multiplier 

Eco-costs 2023:

1 kg CO2 equ =
0,123 €

kg CO2 equ / kg
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For all midpoints: Eco-costs of more than 58.000 substances

Methane                                                                                                      36              

example 
greenhouse 
gasses 
in Simapro



From classical LCA towards “Fast Track” LCA:
= from big database manipulations towards “lookup tables”
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Classical LCA Required transformation Fast Track LCA
Complex database 
manipulations 
(in Simapro, OpenLCA)

Simplification, but the same 
accuracy. User-friendly.
Compliant with the same LCA 
rules

Look-up tables in excel +
simple excel calculations
For design, engineering 
and architecture.

58.000 substances Compressing (by Simapro) 12 midpoints (eco-costs)

18.000 LCIs in Ecoinvent Eliminating:
- double counting (factor 2)
- unnecessary subs (factor 3)
- less agri and waste (factor 2)

1500 LCIs in Idemat
(Idemat has even more 
materials and practical
end-of-life data)



“Fast track”: don’t bother about LCI and LCIA but 
take directly the output data of Simapro calculations 

www.ecocostsvalue.com

materials

Eco-costs
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Carbon Footprint
Cum Energy Demand
ReCiPe 
Environmental Footprint

http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/


Direct use of the Idemat data for materials selection
(Ashby charts are available at www.ecocostsvalue.com/data/ashby-charts/ )

Tensile strength (MN/m2)
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http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/data/ashby-charts/


Direct use of the Idemat app for materials selection
(to be downloaded from the App store or the Google Play store)
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Concluding

Raw materials Manufacturing trtransport Warehouse 
in Europe

toxic emissions
(if more than

1% eco-costs)

Raw materials
Raw materials

Scope 3 Scope 1

Electricity
and
Heat

Scope 2

use End-of-lifetrtransport
Municipal 
waste 
incineration

recycling

electricity
landfill

Our system:

Our data: the IDEMAT tables with eco-costs
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Case: transport packaging

“which solution is the best choice for transport of vegetables 
from the Dutch greenhouse to the retail shop in Frankfurt?”

29

Corrugated box from recycled paper 
for fruit and vegetables 
not reusable

Plastic re-usable crate 
for fruit and vegetables
reusable: approx. 30 round trips
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The case: LCA on Transport Packaging
the box and the crate, what is the functional unit?

Corrugated BOX Plastic CRATE

Size (L,W,H) (m) 0,6 x 0,4 x 0,24 0,6 x 0,4 x 0,24
Volume (litres) 53,40 43,92
Weight (kg) 1,086 1,95

Eco-costs rec. paper        0,098           Ecocosts PP 1,133
Eco-costs box making     0,022           Ecocosts moulding 0,021

--------(+ --------(+
Eco-costs (€/kg)          0,120      1,154 
Eco-costs (€/unit)        0,13 2.250
Nr of trips 1 30
Eco-costs (€/trip)         0,130 0,075

Eco-costs (€/litre)        0,0024 0,0017

(green numbers are from the database)

….however, the functional unit is not packaging volume, but transport….



The case: LCA on Transport Packaging
transport of vegetables from greenhouse to retailer

greenhouses auction distri centers retailers

Partly usage of several service systems:

Trucks fork lift trucks warehouses transport packaging
- fuel - electricity - energy - energy
- labor - labor - labor - labor
- equipment - equipment - buildings - materials
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The case: LCA on Transport Packaging
the key to low eco-costs is transport efficiency

Corrugated BOXES Plastic CRATES

Litres per pallet 2670 2196
Litres per truck 69.420 57.096

Eco-costs of:
- truck+trailer (€/km)   0,31 0,31
(80% diesel incl CO2, 10% rubber, 3% ad blue, 5% exhaust emissions)
Subtotal (€/km) 0,31 0,31

Km full loaded t+t       500 + 500 * 0,3 = 650 km        500 + 500 = 1000 km
Eco-costs (€/trip)        202 310

Eco-costs (€/litre)        0,0029 0,0053

Full-load Truck+trailer (26 pallets, distance 500 km)

(green numbers are from the database)



The case: Transport of vegetables 
from a Dutch greenhouse to a retail shop in Frankfurt
(FEFCO study, corrugated board tray system with 70% return freight)
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Plastic crate Corr. board tray

storage

packaging

transport
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Issue 1. the Functional Unit

It is not: 
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Issue 1. the Functional Unit (and the declared unit)
essential to analyse that system A is better than B

Declared Unit = {specification of product or service} 
per {unit of calculation} 
{plus optional: main scenario}

FU = {system function} per {unit of calculation} 
{plus optional: main scenario}

The system function is: 
What? How much? How long? Which quality?

Examples of Functional Units:
- Transport, Communication
- a Car, a Chair, a Hand Dill, Coffee Machine
Examples of Declared Units: 
- Wood, Steel, Electricity, Heat, Water
- also: a specific Hand Drill or Coffee Machine
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Issue 2. Transport data

For ecoinvent data:
Correction factor of eco-costs per ton.km to eco-costs of light freight: 

[break-even weight/volume ratio] / [actual weight/volume ratio]

Idemat freight > 320 kg/m3 freight < 320 kg/m3
Truck with trailer ton.km m3.km

Idemat freight > 414 kg/m3 freight < 414 kg/m3
Truck with container ton.km m3.km

Idemat freight > 414 kg/m3 freight < 414 kg/m3
Container ship ton.km m3.km

Idemat freight > 167 kg/m3 freight < 167 kg/m3
Air freight ton.km m3.km



Issue 3. Recycling percentage Metals 
(“upcycling open loop”)

World production of stainless steel
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production use (20 yr) recycling

100% 40%
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Issue 4. Recycling Metals and Plastics 
(“upcycling” and “closed loop”)
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combustionuseproductmaterials

recycling

‘virgin’ landfill

Note 1: In “open loop recycling” the relationship between the old and 
the new product is not known)

Note 2: the benefit of the recycling goes to the user of the new 
product (only closed loop has a “recycling credit”)

Note 3: in the eco-costs system, the recycled material starts with zero 
at the sorted waste stockpile (there is no “carry-over” from
the old to the new product

Note 4: Preferably work with the right mix at the input side, 
not with recycling credit

“open loop recycling”
“closed loop”



Issue 4. “Downcycling” e.g. Paper
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trees

incinerationusepaperpulp

electricity

waste paper

waste paper products

use3 x

Note 1: exact recycling percentages are not known
because of imported paper with imported products

Note 2: allocation of the benefit of incineration is rather arbitrary
apply a percentage that “makes sense” 
(e.g. food packaging 90% to incineration, 
books, newspapers, magazines 90% to recycling)



Issue 5. Fossil based plastics have no positive 
end-of-life

40

oil

power
plant

wasteuseprod.plastic

CO2

electricity
recycle

CO2

Landfill
plastic soup



Issue 5. Bio-based plastics have a positive 
end-of-life score in combustion ‘with heat recovery’
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power
plant

wasteuseprod.plastic

oil

plants

CO2

electricityupcycle

CO2

CO2

Note 1: In LCA, biogenic CO2 (short cycle) is not counted (as it is in the IPCC)
Note 2: Upcycling = chemical recycling ; Downcycling = mechanical recycling
Note 3: Sequestration of CO2 in the product is only counted when
the product life is longer that 100 years (that CO2 has then negative eco-costs)
Note 4: In LCA, the CO2 of wood waste for electricity or heat IS NOT COUNTED 

downcycle



Which statement is true for bio-plastics?

best solution/ solution / worst solution 

1. recycling / composting / combustion
2. recycling / combustion / composting
3. composting/ combustion / recycling
4. composting / recycling / combustion
5. combustion / composting / recycling
6. combustion / recycling / composting
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Issue 5. Composting scores in marketing better 
than combustion and recycling. How about the 
facts?

OAT shoes
43



LCA documentation of at the Delft University of Technology

BSc students MSc students  

from  “how to do it” to “what to do with it”

by - taking way unnecessary by giving guidance in
complexities - what to do 

- providing readable text in which design stage
with examples - what to do 

- providing data in an easy in which product
assessable form portfolio position
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